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High-quality staking out
on fashionable Tjuvholmen
in Oslo

Topocad 15

- a new generation is here

Meet us in Berlin in October

Dear
Dear readers,
readers,
The technical development in the past
is huge. I did have a look at downloadable Iphone apps and it is hard to
imagine all the different types of apps
that people actually can imagine – and
create. Also in our line of business
has the technical improvement been
rapid last years. Point clouds, UAS,
pictures, prism less, robotic, guidance,
monitoring. For us as a software developer the demand is high of technical improvement. We did take a giant
step with Topocad version 15. New
interface, 64 bit, new file format. But
since version 15 came 4 month back
we have improved Topocad even more
with new functionalities and new commands, and we haven’t yet made it to
version 15.1…
Now we focus on 3D, objects and 3D
objects… Topocad will handle
more and more types of objects,
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ready-made and natural objects and
will recognize objects better and better. It is a challenge for us to go from
making maps and drawings to make
3D models.
Meet us at Intergeo in Berlin October
7-9! We will of course be there in our
stand and we welcome all of you to
come and visit us! We will show the
latest in Topocad 15 and our thoughts
for Topocad 16.
If you won’t come to Berlin in October you might be interested in Foss4G
in Portland in September or perhaps
SPAR Europe in December? Places and
events where at least we will attend.
I look forward to meet you all in any
of the places!
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02 EDITORS NOTE
Tomas talks about the rapid
technical improvement, 3D
objects, our challenges and why
you should meet us at Intergeo
in Berlin.
04 TOPOCAD 15
is here. It’s not only the appearance
that has changed - everything
has been rebuilt from the ground
up. For example, Topocad 15
now supports a 64-bit operating

system, which makes Topocad
faster and allows for larger
quantities of data to be processed.
08 TJUVHOLMEN
In the very heart of Oslo, the
totally new district of Tjuvholmen
has emerged on an island. The
somewhat unflattering name,
which means Island of Thieves,
now describes an extremely
fashionable, exclusive part of
the Norwegian capital.

Events 2014

Plan a visit to Berlin
in October

… or, why not go to
Portland in September?
FOSS4G, the conference for open
source data and applications is held in
Portland, Oregon, USA from September
8th until September 13th.
The first two days a workshop is arranged. The main conference itself is
held from September 10th until the 12th
and ends with a day of code print on
September 13th.

Intergeo, the world’s largest fair in measurement and GIS, is organized every year in a
different city somewhere in Germany. This
year it is Berlins turn to open up the city
door for us!
Adtollo will of course be one of the exhibitors. Come and visit our booth - it’s a quick
and easy trip to Berlin, and of course Intergeo is a fair that is well worth visiting!
Intergeo is arranged October 7th -9th
Our booth number is B1: 065!

Topocad 15 launched!
Those of you who have installed and started using Topocad 15 (after using a previous
version) may have noticed that many new
things have appeared and a lot has changed.
It’s not only the appearance that has changed
- everything has been rebuilt from the ground
up. Topocad not only has a new graphical interface; it’s also faster, can handle bigger data
than ever before, is easier to use and perhaps
most importantly - Topocad is more fun to use!
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All of us at Adtollo have been privileged to
work with and test the system since October.
6 months of using Topocad 15 have taught us
how to handle the program and we guarantee
that it is faster to work with!

64-bit

Topocad 15 now supports a 64-bit operating system, which makes Topocad faster
and allows for larger quantities of data to be

”new appearance, new management
and a 64 bit version”

processed. There is also a 32-bit version but
those of you who are able to should use the
64-bit version. However, there is no ArcGIS
connection in the 64-bit version, so if you are
using the ArcGIS adapter you must use the
32-bit version when connecting to the adapter.
Otherwise you may use the 64-bit version.
Therefore it is possible to install both the 32bit and the 64-bit version with a single regist-

ration. However, you can only run one version
at a time.

New features

Topocad 15 doesn’t only have a new look,
faster processing and a 64-bit version. We
have also added a number of new features to
the program - transformation with Proj4 is
one. Proj4, which is an Open source compo-
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”colour point
clouds with
different
methods”

nent, converts all coordinate systems in the
world that has an EPSG code. You choose your
coordinate systems, from and to, by searching
the vast list of available coordinate systems.
Legend management is developed with a
simplified functionality to reduce and increase
font sizes in the explanation box, and it also
has a new system to manage the order of rules
in the Civil planning module.
Topocad 15 has been supplemented with
other line types who ”understands” the gap
between the bar which means that you can tell
the software that you don’t want to have an
empty space where there is a node point. This
is fully compatible with AutoCAD which allows import and export to DWG files transparently.
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Point cloud module

The point cloud module now has a couple
of new features, including one where you can
manually delete points from the point cloud
and color the point cloud in various ways,
through the heights and slopes (except from
in the grid management). Thanks to the 64-bit
processing, you can also handle a very large
amount of scanned points.

Tunnel module

The previous tunnel module is now replaced by section functionality, so that sections
can work with both VA, roads and tunnels.
Since point clouds have become a common
occurrence both as terrain models for land and
in tunnels, it was a natural way to add tunnels
into sections. As a bonus we got interpolation

of tunnel sections, functions to create polylines
along the tunnel at specific height or offset,
and calculation of areas between theoretical
and surveyed tunnel layers.
Section templates can now be created
using a ’Quick template’ which is a predefined
template with parameters. The user only has to
enter values for the parameters and will then
get a complete section template which can be
modified further if necessary.

Terrain model management

Terrain model has new features and the
primary feature is that you can drape a terrain
model with a raster image. The information is
stored in the terrain model and because of the
fact that you can use many terrain models to-

gether in a drawing – although they may have
gotten color from different images or color
schemes – when accounting for terrain models,
it becomes very effective. During our beta
testing we did put away the old, but popular
3D display of terrain models, but the request
for the old 3D display was too popular so we
took it back – too!

New file format

The drawing format of Topocad is now
called TOPX and it contains more data than
before. We have prepared the TOPX format for
storage of 3D object (such as cones, cylinders,
tubes, etc.) and for BIM objects. We see this
more and more, and are now prepared for the
future. In addition, we’ve also prepared TOPX
format for upcoming items that we cannot yet
predict will come (!).
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High-quality staking out on
fashionable Tjuvholmen in Oslo
Oslo has gained a new focal point right at its centre
on the island of Tjuvholmen. A number of exclusive
buildings are appearing here. Surveying work plays
a key role in this construction project, not least
when it comes to quality-assuring the staking
out of points.

In the very heart of Oslo, the totally new
district of Tjuvholmen has emerged on an island. The somewhat unflattering name, which
means Island of Thieves, now describes an extremely fashionable, exclusive part of the Norwegian capital. Covering 1,100 square metres,
the island is not particularly large, but the
buildings appearing there are impressive. It is
a multifaceted combination of exciting architecture in different styles and materials. Above
all, the bold design of the art museum with its
sloping roof is perhaps the most eye-catching.
The island is not only home to culture, but also
to business premises, offices and homes.
This vast construction project was launched
in 2002 and involves a number of elements.
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They have extended the surface of the island,
constructed blocks of buildings and created
streets. Much of the surveying work was carried out by the Norwegian company Norsecraft Geo AS.
“In order to achieve accuracy down to the
millimetre when scaling on X and Y, planes,
horizontally and vertically, we’ve worked
with a total station,” says Senior Surveyor
Fredrik Westgärd. “The same level of accuracy applies when staking out the points.”
The map information contains an extremely comprehensive number of points for
buildings, streets and various details such as
paving stones. Topocad played an important
role here.

”We can see right away whether there’s an
incorrect stakeout and have time to raise
the alert if any point is in the wrong place.”

Stakeout confirmed digitally

Fredrik and his colleagues start with
drawings they received from the architects. In
consultation with them, they define points for
lines and spatial properties, for example. On
the basis of this information, the points are
then defined in the digital drawing in Topocad, which is then sent to a PDA.
“We go out to the construction site, set up
the total station and stake out the points using
the PDA. Each point is saved. Once we’re
back in the office, we import the points into
Topocad and add them to the digital drawing
we received from the client.”
By verifying the points in this way, they
eliminate errors.

“Then we can see right away whether
there’s an incorrect stakeout and have time
to raise the alert if any point is in the wrong
place.”
As there have been several changes as the
work has proceeded, the drawings have also
been changed and adapted according to new
decisions. It has therefore been important to
be able to guarantee the points’ properties
both digitally and in reality. When the points
are correct and correspond with the base data,
they are marked at the construction site by
means of being marked and sprayed with a
clear lacquer in order to visualise their position.
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Check on a variety of points

Bearing in mind the complexity of the
various projects on Tjuvholmen, there is an
extremely high volume of points. Fredrik
believes that the layer manager in Topocad
offers good assistance in keeping track of
this volume. The points are imported into the
program and placed in different layers according to properties such as frame lines and
room descriptions. Having this information
on the PDA allows staking out to be performed in a user-friendly way.
“We turned these layers on and off on the
PDA as we staked out the points that were
relevant at that time. We staked out points
for a wall, and when it was ready we turned
off that layer. We then moved on to the next
layer, which we turned on. We worked our
way through all the layers that way, staking
out the points in each layer separately.”
This gave them a means of checking
which points have been staked out and which
ones still have to be. This work method helps
to eliminate errors and enhance safety.
“If we have all points in the layers turned
on at the same time, we risk mixing them up
as there are a lot of points close together that
can be difficult to differentiate.”
To enhance the checks, each point was
given a colour according to its properties in
order to visualise and simplify identification.
The risk that the wrong points are staked out
is reduced significantly.
Working with Topocad and its layer manager contributes to achieving higher quality
in the stakeout process. By verifying the
actual points with the drawing and working
in layers, not only in the office but also
when actually staking out on the site, a much
higher level of reliability is achieved in this
work. Thanks to this, time-consuming errors
can be reduced. The work flows more easily,
so that blocks of buildings and paving stones
are given precisely the correct position and
the next phase of the vast construction project on Tjuvholmen can commence.
Love Janson
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More than two-kilometer long jetty in the Fjord City.

The new Astrup Fearnley Museum at the beach walk.

A walk around Tjuvholmen is like a showcase for
European architecture. This is the Thief hotel.

PDF
doesn’t build communities
This is our new slogan to promote open
source and database management.
Adtollo shows how to go from surveying and
scanning, via the map to design, and from design to the final stop at the construction site.
During the whole process you always store
the data in one environment - a Postgresql
database.

”all parties in the
building process
are able to save
and load objects
from a single
database”

”store the
data in one
environment”

Both Topocad 15 and TC5D manages all types of positioning data, vectors, raster images,
terrain models, point clouds and even 3D
objects as well as BIM objects. All of this is
stored and saved in an open source database.
When Topocad is used, all parties in the building process are able to save and load objects
from a single database where each object is
version controlled and has an owner. With
TC5D everyone can look at all the data - and
with permission you can also get data.
The software also handles the import of other
types of CAD files such as dwg, which also
becomes version controlled.

We know data based on reality
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Tips & Trix

01.

Videos & tutorials on YouTube
Check out Adtollos news channel on YouTube! Here we’ve
published a variety of new videos and tutorials – for example
a demonstration of Topocad 15’s new interface and menus,
system settings and enhanced commands.
Visit: youtube.com/adtollo

How to register a Topocad
15 single license
NOTE! After installing Topocad 15, do
not start Topocad. Please follow these
instructions to register:
The license managing for Topocad has
been restructured and Topocad 15 is verified in a new License Browser.
Your former Topocad versions are still
registered in the old License Browser.
C: \ Program Files (x86) \ Common Files
\ Adtollo \ License Manager \ LicenseBrowser.exe
The new browsers are called Licensebrowser32 and Licensebrowser64, and the
selection depends on which operating system you have. Licensebrowser32 is used
on 32-bit Windows and Licensebrowser64 is used on 64-bit Windows.
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02.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Open Windows Explorer.
Right-click on the required License Browser (see
below) in Windows Explorer and select ”Run as
administrator”.
Run Licensebrowser32 if you have a 32 -bit Windows:
C: \ Program Files (x86) \ Common Files \ Adtollo \
License Manager \ LicenseBrowser32.exe
Run Licensebrowser64 if you have a 64-bit Windows:
C: \ Program Files \ Common Files \ Adtollo \ License Manager \ LicenseBrowser64.exe
Press the Add button in the License Browser and
select Topocad and Version 15. A yellow key will appear with a 0 license number under Applications.
Highlight the license number with the yellow key
and enter your license number at the top of the right
column.
Press the Register button, select Register online and
enter your registration key when requested.

The license is now registered!

